
Drainage Issue� and FAQ 

The County public works department maintains the drainage systems within the right of 
ways of County roads. Drains and drainage issues beyond the right of ways is generally 
an issue between private landowners. Drainage is a constant source of problems 
between neighbors, and the Engineering Office is a resource for answers to questions 
by property owners regarding responsibilities relating to the problems. Most of these 
questions can be addressed by application of the general rules of water drainage and 
flow control and diversion that have been applied in common law for hundreds of years. 
The following sentence summarizes these rules and conditions: 

A landowner may reroute water in any fashion he desires within the boundary of 
his property, provided that he continues to allow water that has been entering the 
property to continue to enter in the same location and quantities, and also 
provided that he continues to allow the water to exit in the same location and in 
approximately the same quantities as prior to the modifications. 

If a landowner violates these rules, he is considered to be creating a nuisance and may 
be subject to civil action by an affected landowner. 

When a parcel of property is subdivided or cut with new lines, the creation of the new 
property boundary crossing a drain locks in the location that water must be allowed to 
flow through from that point forward. This applies whether the drain was newly created 
by a developer prior to selling and cutting lots, or whether the drain was a historical 
natural drain defined by the original land slopes. When a new buyer purchases the new 
lot or lots, that buyer purchases the drainage conditions with the land, and any 
modifications to the drains within the lot will be the responsibility of the new owner. The 
new owner cannot legitimately justify blocking the entrance of water to his lot or 
changing the discharge to a new location based on conditions that may have existed 
prior to the changes made by the developer, but instead must follow the above rule and 
make provision for routing the water through his lot. 

Frequently Asked Questions for Drainage: 

Why should I have to deal with somebody else's water on my land? 
Going back to old English Common Law, which is incorporated specifically in the state 
constitution, the legal history dictates that water does not belong to any individual, but is 
instead a Hcommon enemy" that we all fight as it makes its way to the sea. In other 
words, mother nature delivers water in various methods to the earth, where it is either a 
resource or a curse, depending on the situation, that must be dealt with by each 
landowner it passes. The old common law formalized the concept of natural drains, 
which are the swales, ditches, gullies, creeks, and rivers that formed naturally as the 
landscape has evolved. Many lawsuits over the years have upheld the concept that it 
is not the water's presence that creates a new and valid tort claim, but instead, changes 






